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The Quest International Users Group represents the 55,000+ JD Edwards, PeopleSoft, Fusion and Oracle 
application users.  This vibrant member community comes together through online sessions, regional meetings 
and three major Quest conferences each year:  COLLABORATE, RECONNECT and INFOCUS. 
 
Every year, Quest receives several hundred, sometimes over a thousand, presentation proposals for only a 
fraction of presentation slots.  Many presenters find this to be an easy way to cut costs as we’ll cover the 
registration fee for the primary presenter of a session – some rules apply.  However, many other presenters 
truly understand the benefits of sharing their stories with the Quest community at a conference.  These benefits 
include: 

 
Establishing and Building a Personal/Professional Brand  
Whether on behalf of your company or yourself, presenting at a Quest conference offers you a means to establish 
yourself as a subject matter expert on a particular topic.  This brand-enabling opportunity further promotes your 
company’s credentials, as well as your own.  
 
Expertise and Influence  
The Quest audience consists of a variety of attendees – from influencers and decision-makers to end-users and 
prospects.  Presenting to this group establishes you as a subject matter expert and leads to higher recognition within 
your company and among your peers, positioning you as an “influencer” and “expert”. 
 
Knowledge Sharing 
Sharing your knowledge and expertise with the Quest community allows others to benefit from your wisdom.   This 
simple practice then delivers growth for you, other Quest members, your own company, as well as Oracle. 
 
Persuade  
Presenting, networking and attending various functions at the event provides you the opportunity to bring people over 
to your point of view on subjects of interest.  Whether it be a proposed enhancement, a new concept or whatever else, 
you (and your company) become the SME —the “go to person”—for your field.  
 
Network, Listen and Learn 
Quest attendees are a friendly group who typically approach presenters with additional questions, thoughts and ideas 
generated from a presentation.  This is your opportunity to reach out, listen and network – to promote your own 
concepts and ideas, not to mention learn more about your own area of interest. 
 
Helping Others  
Attendees, eager to learn and engage, take the information you share back to their own companies and apply it to 
problems and situations they’re facing.   By sharing your knowledge, you help others grow; which is rewarding and 
fulfilling in its own right. 
 
Financial Rewards  
Lastly, presenting at a Quest event rewards the presenter with a complementary registration to the event.  Depending 
on the conference to which you apply and for which you are accepted as the primary presenter, the value of the 
registration can be just over $2,500 for COLLABORATE to over $1,000 for RECONNECT or INFOCUS—not to mention the 
future rewards derived through company acknowledgements and career advancement. 

 
As you can see, the benefits of presenting at a Quest Conference go far beyond a simple “free ticket”.  We hope 
you consider bringing your idea forward and sharing it with the Quest community.  We (and our members) 
would love to hear what you have to offer!  
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Which conference is best for you?   
 
The following provides a brief overview of the content and educational sessions each conference delivers to our 
users.  More can be found at our website: questdirect.org. 
 

COLLABORATE: Designed for and by PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, and Oracle Cloud users to provide 
functional and technical education specifically for those communities, plus many 
edge products that affect them.  
 
The 22+ tracks and over 1,200 sessions deliver content at a more strategic level 
targeted to three user types: 

 
Functional Users  
Users of PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, Fusion or an edge product like Hyperion, 
Agile or others, not members of a company’s technical team. 
 
Technical Users  
Users who work with servers, integrations and upgrades. 
 
"Techno-Functional" Users  
Users who are seen as both a technical and functional user by colleagues 
are in this special techno-functional hybrid group.  

 
COLLABORATE offers sessions for each of these users and gives them an 
opportunity to improve day-to-day procedures, network with like-minded 
individuals and hear innovative ideas and concepts. 
  

RECONNECT: This PeopleSoft-specific conference offers hundreds of PeopleSoft users deep-
dive education into HCM, Financials, Financial Services Industry, Tools & 
Technology (Including PeopleTools), Supply Chain/Manufacturing & Distribution, 
Supplier Relationship Management and Projects. 
 
Attendees are PeopleSoft module end-users looking for focused-education on 
enhancements, techniques and usage tips. 

INFOCUS: This event offers in-depth education into JD Edwards EnterpriseOne and 
World products.  This true deep-dive event delivers an in-depth analysis on JDE 
Edwards products and re-invigorates the year-long Special Interest Group 
programs.   INFOCUS also features two specialty programs for Asset Lifecycle 
Management/ Enterprise Asset Management users and Oracle Real Estate 
customers. 
 
Attendees are JD Edwards power and end-users looking for focused-education on 
enhancements, techniques and tips for modules.  

 


